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Recent Progresses in Deep Learning Based Acoustic Models Dong Yu and Jinyu Li



Abstract—In this paper, we summarize recent progresses made in deep learning based acoustic models and the motivation and insights behind the surveyed techniques. We first discuss models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that can effectively exploit variablelength contextual information, and their various combination with other models. We then describe models that are optimized end-to-end and emphasize on feature representations learned jointly with the rest of the system, the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) criterion, and the attention-based sequenceto-sequence translation model. We further illustrate robustness issues in speech recognition systems, and discuss acoustic model adaptation, speech enhancement and separation, and robust training strategies. We also cover modeling techniques that lead to more efficient decoding and discuss possible future directions in acoustic model research. Index Terms—Attention model, convolutional neural network (CNN), connectionist temporal classification (CTC), deep learning, long short-term memory (LSTM), permutation invariant training, speech adaptation, speech processing, speech recognition, speech separation.



I. I NTRODUCTION



I



N the past several years, there has been significant progress in automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1]−[21]. These progresses have led to ASR systems that surpassed the threshold for adoption in many real-world scenarios and enabled services such as Google Now, Microsoft Cortana, and Amazon Alexa. Many of these achievements are powered by deep learning (DL) techniques. Readers are referred to Yu and Deng 2014 [22] for a comprehensive summary and detailed description of the technology advancements in ASR made before 2015. In this paper, we survey new developments happened in the past two years with an emphasis on acoustic models. We discuss motivations and core ideas of each interesting work surveyed. More specifically, in Section II we illustrate improved DL/HMM (Hidden Markov Model) hybrid acoustic models that employ deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). These hybrid
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models can better exploit contextual information than feedforward deep neural networks (DNNs) and thus lead to new state-of-the-art recognition accuracy. In Section III we describe acoustic models that are designed and optimized end-to-end with no or less non-learn-able components. We first discuss the models in which audio waveforms are directly used as the input feature so that the feature representation layer is automatically learned instead of manually designed. We then depict models that are optimized using the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) criterion which allows a sequence-tosequence direct mapping. Following that we analyze sequenceto-sequence translation models that are built upon the attention mechanism. We devote Section IV to discuss techniques that can improve robustness with focuses on adaptation techniques, speech enhancement and separation techniques, and robust training techniques. In Section V we describe acoustic models that support efficient decoding and cover frame-skipping and model compression through teacher-student training and quantization. We propose core problems to work on and potential future directions in solving them in Section VI. II. ACOUSTIC M ODELS E XPLOITING VARIABLE - LENGTH C ONTEXTUAL I NFORMATION The DL/HMM hybrid model [1]−[5] is the first deep learning architecture that succeeded in ASR and is still the dominant model used in industry. Several years ago, most hybrid systems are DNN based. As reported in [3], one of the important factors that lead to superior performance in the DNN/HMM hybrid system is its ability to exploit contextual information. In most systems, a window of 9 to 13 frames (left/right context of 4−6 frames) of features are used as the input to the DNN system to exploit the information from neighboring frames to improve the accuracy. However, the optimal length of contextual information may vary for different phones and speaking speed. This indicates that using fixed-length context window, as in the DNN/HMM hybrid system, may not be the best choice to exploit contextual information. In recent years people have proposed new models that can exploit variable-length contextual information more effectively. The most important two models use deep RNNs and CNNs. A. Recurrent Neural Networks Feed-forward DNNs only consider information in a fixedlength sliding window of frames and thus cannot exploit longrange correlations in the speech signal. On the other hand, RNNs can encode sequence history in their internal states,
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and thus have the potential to predict phonemes based on all the speech features observed up to the current frame. Unfortunately, simple RNNs, depending on the largest eigenvalue of the state-update matrix, may have gradients which either increase or decrease exponentially over time. Hence, the basic RNNs are difficult to train, and in practice can only model short-range effects. Long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs [23] were developed to overcome these problems. LSTM-RNNs use input, output and forget gates to control information flow so that gradients can be propagated in a stable fashion over relatively longer span of time. These networks have been shown to outperform DNNs on a variety of ASR tasks [8], [24]−[27]. Note that there is another popular RNN model, called gated recurrent unit (GRU), which is simpler than LSTM but is also able to model the long short-term correlation. Although GRU has been shown effective in several machine learning tasks [28], it is not widely used in ASR tasks. At the time step t, the vector formulas of the computation of LSTM units can be described as: W ixx t + W ihh t−1 + p i ¯ c t−1 + b i ) i t = σ(W W f xx t + W f hh t−1 + p f ¯ c t−1 + b f ) f t = σ(W W cxx t + W chh t−1 + b c ) c t = f t ¯ c t−1 + i t ¯ φ(W W oxx t + W ohh t−1 + p o ¯ c t + b o ) o t = σ(W h t = o t ¯ φ(cct )



(1a) (1b) (1c) (1d) (1e)



where x t is the input vector. The vectors i t , o t , f t are the activation of the input, output, and forget gates, respectively. The W ·x and W ·h terms are the weight matrices for the inputs x t and the recurrent inputs h t−1 , respectively. The p i , p o , p f are parameter vectors associated with peephole connections. The functions σ and φ are the logistic sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity, respectively. The operation ¯ represents element-wise multiplication of vectors. It is popular to stack LSTM layers to get better modeling power [8]. However, an LSTM-RNN with too many vanilla LSTM layers is very hard to train and there still exists the gradient vanishing issue if the network goes too deep. This issue can be solved by using either highway LSTM or residual LSTM. In the highway LSTM [29], memory cells of adjacent layers are connected by gated direct links which provide a path for information to flow between layers more directly without decay. Therefore, it alleviates the gradient vanishing issue and enables the training of much deeper LSTM-RNN networks. Residual LSTM [30], [31] uses shortcut connections between LSTM layers, and hence also provides a way to alleviating the gradient vanishing problem. Different from highway LSTM which uses gates to guide the information flow, residual LSTM is more straightforward with the direct shortcut path, similar to Residual CNN [32] which recently achieves great success in the image classification task. Typically, log Mel-filter-bank features are often used as the input to the neural-network-based acoustic models [33], [34]. Switching two filter-bank bins will not affect the performance of the DNN or LSTM. However, this is not the case when a human reads a spectrogram: a human relies on both patterns
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that evolve over time and frequency to predict phonemes. This inspired the proposal of a 2-D, time-frequency (TF) LSTM [35], [36] which jointly scans the speech input over the time and frequency axes to model spectro-temporal warping, and then uses the output activation as the input to the traditional time LSTM. The joint time-frequency modeling provides better normalized features for the upper layer time LSTMs. This has been verified effective and robust to distortion at both Microsoft and Google on large-scale tasks [35]−[37]. Highway LSTM has gates on both the temporal and spatial directions while TF LSTM has gates on both the temporal and spectral directions. It is desirable to have a general LSTM structure that works along all directions. Grid LSTM [38] is such a general LSTM which arranges the LSTM memory cells into a multidimensional grid. It can be considered as a unified way of using LSTM for temporal, spectral, and spatial computation. Grid LSTM has been studied for temporal and spatial computation in [39] and temporal and spectral computation in [37]. Although bi-directional LSTMs (BLSTMs) perform better than uni-directional LSTMs by using the past and future context information [8], [40], they are not suitable for real-time systems since the recognition can happen only after the whole utterance has been observed. For this reason, models, such as latency-controlled BLSTM (LC-BLSTM) [29] and rowconvolution BLSTM (RC-BLSTM), that bridge between unidirectional LSTMs and BLSTMs have been proposed. In these models, the forward LSTM is still kept as is. However, the backward LSTM is replaced by either a backward LSTM with at most N -frames of lookahead as in the LC-BLSTM case, or a row-convolution operation that integrates information in the N -frames of lookahead. By carefully choosing N we can balance between recognition accuracy and latency. Recently, LC-BLSTM was improved in [41] to speed up the evaluation and to enable real-time online speech recognition by using better network topology to initialize the BLSTM memory cell states.



B. Convolutional Neural Networks Another model that can effectively exploit variable-length contextual information is the convolutional neural network (CNN) [42], in the center of which is the convolution operation (or layer). The input to the convolution operation is usually a three-dimensional tensor (row, column, channel) for speech recognition but can be lower or higher dimensional tensors for other applications. Each channel of the input and output of the convolution operation can be considered as a view of the same data. In most setups, all channels have the same size (height, width). The filters in the convolution operation are called kernels, which are four-dimensional tensors (kernel height, kernel width, input channel, output channel) in our case. There are in total Cx × Cv kernels, where Cx is the number of input channels and Cv is the number of output channels. The kernels are applied to local regions called receptive fields in an input
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image along all channels. The value after the convolution operation is X K, X K n` ) · vec (X X ijn ) υij` (K, X) = vec (K (2) n



for each output channel ` and input slice (i, j) (the ith step along the vertical direction and jth step along the horizontal direction), where K n` of size (Hk , Wk ) is a kernel matrix associated with input channel n and output channel ` and has the same size as the input image patch X ijn of channel n, vec(·) is the vector formed by stacking all the columns of the matrix, and · is the inner product of two vectors. It is obvious that each output pixel is a weighted sum of all pixels across all channels in an input patch. Since each input pixel can be considered as a weak pattern detector, each output pixel is just a boosted detector exploiting all information in the input patch. The kernel is shared across all input patches and moves along the input image with strides Sr and Sc at the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively. When the strides are larger than 1, the convolution operation also subsamples, in additional to convolving, the input image and leads to a lowerresolution image that is less sensitive to the small pattern shift inside the input patch. The translational invariance can be further improved when some kind of aggregation operations are applied after the convolution operation. Typical aggregation operations are max-pooling and average-pooling. The aggregation operations often go with subsampling to reduce resolution. Due to the built-in translational invariability CNNs can exploit variable-length contextual information along both frequency and time axes. It is obvious that if only one convolution layer is used, the translational variability that the system can tolerate is limited. To allow for more powerful exploitation of the variable-length contextual information, convolution operations (or layers) can be stacked. The time delay neural network (TDNN) [43] was the first model that exploits multiple CNN layers for ASR. In this model, convolution operations are applied to both time and frequency axes. However, the early TDNNs are neuralnetwork-only solutions that do not integrate with HMMs and are hard to be used in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR). After the successful application of DNNs to LVCSR, CNNs were reintroduced under the DL/HMM hybrid model architecture [5], [7], [11], [14], [17], [44]−[46]. Because HMMs in the hybrid model already have strong ability to handle variablelength utterance problem in ASR, CNNs were reintroduced initially to deal with variability at the frequency axis only [5], [7], [44], [45]. The goal was to improve robustness against vocal tract length variability between different speakers. Only one to two CNN layers were used in these early models, stacked with additional fully-connected DNN layers. These models have shown around 5% relative recognition error rate reduction compared to the DNN/HMM systems [7]. Later, additional RNN layers, e.g., LSTMs, were integrated into the model to form so called CNN-LSTM-DNN (CLDNN) [10] and CNN-DNN-LSTM (CDL) architectures. The RNNs in these models can help to exploit the variable-length contextual



information since CNNs in these models only deal with frequency-axis variability. CLDNN and CDL both achieved additional accuracy improvement over CNN-DNN models. Researchers quickly realized that dealing with variablelength utterance is different from exploiting variable-length contextual information. TDNNs, which convolve along both the frequency and time axes and thus exploit variable-length contextual information, attracted new attentions, this time under the DL/HMM hybrid architecture [13], [47] and with variations such as row convolution [15] and feedforward sequential memory network (FSMN) [16]. Similar to the original TDNNs, these models stack several CNN layers along the frequency and time-axis, with a focus on the time-axis, to account for speaking rate variation. But unlike the original TDNNs, the TDNN/HMM hybrid systems can recognize large vocabulary continuous speech very effectively. More recently, primarily motivated by the successes in image recognition, various architectures of deep CNNs [14], [17], [46], [48] have been proposed and evaluated for ASR. The premise is that spectrograms can be seen as images with special patterns from which experienced people can tell what has been said. In deep CNNs, each higher layer is a weighted sum of nonlinear transformation of a window of lower layers and thus covers longer contexts and operates on more abstract patterns. Lower CNN layers capture local simple patterns while higher CNN layers detect broader, abstract, and more complicated patterns. Smaller kernels combined with more layers allow deep CNNs to exploit longer-range dependency information along both time and frequency axes more effectively. Empirically deep CNNs are compatible to BLSTMs [19], which in turn outperform unidirectional LSTMs. However, unlike BLSTMs which suffer from long latency, deep CNNs have limited latency and are better suited for real-time systems if the computation cost can be controlled. Training and evaluation of deep CNNs is very time consuming, esp. if we treat each window of frames independently, under which condition there are significant duplication of computations. To speedup the computation we can treat the whole utterance as a single input image and thus reuse the intermediate computation results. Even better, if the deep CNN is designed so that the stride at each layer is long enough to cover the whole kernel, similar to the CNNs with layer-wise context expansion and attention (LACE) [17]. Such model, called dilated CNN [46], allows to exploit longer-range information with less number of layers and can significantly reduce the computational cost. Dilated CNN has outperformed other deep CNN models on the switchboard task [46]. Note that deep CNNs can be used together with RNNs and under frameworks such as connectionist temporal classification (CTC) that we will discuss in Section III-B. III. ACOUSTIC M ODELS WITH E ND - TO - END O PTIMIZATION The models discussed in the previous section are DNN/HMM hybrid models in which the two components DNN and HMM are usually optimized separately. However, speech recognition is a sequential recognition problem. It is
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not surprising that better recognition accuracy may be achieved if all components in a model are jointly optimized. It is even better if the model can remove all manually designed components such as basic feature representation and lexicon design. A. Automatically Learned Audio Feature Representation It is always arguable that the manually-designed log Melfilter-bank feature is optimal for speech recognition. Inspired by the end-to-end processing in the machine learning community, there are always efforts [49]−[52] trying to replace the Mel-filter-bank extraction by directly learning filters using a network to process the raw speech waveforms and training it jointly with the recognizer network. Among these efforts, the CLDNN [10] on raw waveform [52] seems to be more promising as it got slight gain over the log Mel-filter-bank feature while the other works didn’t. More importantly, it serves a good foundation of the multichannel processing with raw waveforms. The most critical thing for raw waveform processing is using a representation that is invariant to small phase shift because the raw waveforms are perceptually identical if the only difference is a small phase shift. To achieve the phase invariance, a time convolutional layer is applied to the raw waveform and then pooling is done over the entire time length of the time-convolved output signal. This process reduces the temporal variation (hence phase invariant) and is very similar to the Gammatone filterbank extraction. The pooled outputs can be considered as the filter-bank outputs, on which the standard CLDNN [10] is applied. Interestingly, the same idea was recently applied to anti-spoofing speaker verification task with significant gain [53]. With the application of deep learning models, now the ASR systems on close-talking scenario perform very well. The research interest is shifted to the far-field ASR which needs to handle both additive noise and reverberation. The current dominant approach is still using the traditional beamforming method to process the waveforms from multiple microphones, and then inputting the beamformed signal into acoustic models [54]. Efforts have also been made to use deep learning models to perform beamforming and jointly train the beamforming and recognizer networks [55]−[58]. In [55], the beamforming network and recognizer networks were trained in a sequence by first training the beamforming network, then training the recognizer network with the beamformed signal, and finally jointly training both networks. In [56]−[58], both networks were jointly trained in a more end-to-end fashion by extending the aforementioned CLDNN to raw waveform. In the first layer, multiple time convolution filters are used to map the raw waveforms from multiple microphones into a single time-frequency representation [56]. Then the output is passed to the upper layer CLDNN for phoneme classification. Later, the joint network is improved by factorizing the spatial and spectral selectivity of bottom layer network into a spatial filtering layer and a spectral filtering layer. The factored network brings accuracy improvement with additional computational cost, which later was reduced by
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converting the time-domain convolution into the frequencydomain product [59]. B. Connectionist Temporal Classification Speech recognition task is a sequence-to-sequence translation task, which maps the input waveform to a final word sequence or an intermediate phoneme sequence. What the acoustic model really should care is the output word or phoneme sequence, instead of the frame-by-frame labeling that is optimized in the traditional cross entropy (CE) training. The Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) approach [9], [60], [61] was introduced to adopt this view and maps the speech input frames into an output label sequence. To deal with the issue that the number of output labels is smaller than that of input speech frames in speech recognition tasks, CTC introduces a special blank label and allows for repetition of labels to force the output and input sequences to have the same length. Denote x as the speech input sequence, l as the original label sequence, and B −1 (ll ) represents all the CTC paths mapped from l . The CTC loss function is defined as the sum of negative log probabilities of correct labels as x) LCTC = −lnP (ll |x where x) = P (ll |x



X



x). P (zz |x



(3) (4)



z ∈B −1 (ll )



x) can With the conditional independence assumption, P (zz |x be decomposed into a product of posterior from each frame as T Y x) = x). P (zz |x P (zt |x (5) t=1



x) is via the forward-backward The calculation of P (zt |x process in [62]. In [60], CTC with context-dependent phone output units have been shown to outperform CTC with monophone [9], and to perform in par with the LSTM model with cross entropy criterion when training data is large enough. One attractive characteristics of CTC is that we can choose output units such as syllables and words that are larger than phoneme. This implies that the input features can be constructed with a sampling rate that is larger than 10 ms. For example, in [60], three 10 ms frames are stacked together as the input to CTC models. By doing so, the acoustic score evaluation during decoding happens every 30 ms, 3 times faster than the traditional systems that operate on 10 ms frame shift. CTC provides a path to end-to-end optimization of acoustic models. In the deep speech [15], [63] and EESEN [64], [65] work, the end-to-end speech recognition systems were explored to directly predict characters instead of phonemes, hence removing the need of using lexicons and decision trees which are the building blocks in [9], [60], [61]. This is one step toward removing expert knowledge when building an ASR system. Another advantage of character-based CTC is that it is more robust to the accented speech as the graphoneme sequence of words is less affected by accents than the phoneme
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pronunciation [66]. Other output units that are larger than characters but smaller than words have also been studied [67]. It is a design challenge to determine the basic output unit to use for CTC prediction. In all the aforementioned works, the decomposition of a target word sequence into a sequence of basic units is fixed. However, the pre-determined fixed decomposition is not necessarily optimal. In [68], gramCTC was proposed to automatically learn the most suitable decomposition of target sequences. Gram-CTC is based on characters, but allows to output variable number of characters (i.e., gram) at each time step. This not only boosts the modeling flexibility but also improves the final ASR system accuracy. However, all these works cannot be claimed as pure end-to-end systems because of the use of language models and decoders. As the goal of ASR is to generate a word sequence from the speech waveform, word unit is the most natural output unit for network modeling. In [60], CTC with word output targets was explored but the accuracy is far from the phoneme-based CTC system. In [18], it was shown that by using 100 k words as the output targets and by training the model with 125 k hours of data, the CTC system with word units can beat the CTC system with phoneme unit. Fig. 1 gives an example of the posterior output of word CTC. In the figure, the units with the maximum posterior values are blanks and silences at most of time steps. All other posterior spikes come from word units. Hence, the ASR task becomes very simple: the output word sequence is constructed by taking the words corresponding to posterior spikes. No language model or complex decoding process is involved. Therefore, this can be considered as the first pure end-to-end ASR system whose success was built on top of very large amount of training data.
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the utterances are given to CTC network randomly. This significantly improves the convergence of CTC training. The spike patterns in Fig. 1 is general to CTC models with any modeling units. At the time steps where blank symbol dominates, it may be redundant to do the search as no information is provided. Given this observation, phone synchronous decoding [69] was proposed by skipping the search of blank-dominated time steps during CTC decoding. 2−3 times speedup was obtained without accuracy loss. Note that the occurrence of spikes in CTC usually has a delay compared to the ground-truth location of the symbol. Such a delay introduces latency during the runtime decoding which is not desirable to the systems with realtime requirement. Therefore, a delay-constrained training was proposed in [61] by restricting the search paths used in the forwardbackward process during CTC training to those in which the delay between CTC labels and the ground-truth alignment does not exceed a threshold. This constraint degrades the CTC performance a little, but the loss was recovered after sequence discriminative training. Inspired by the CTC work, lattice-free maximum mutual information (LFMMI) [70] was recently proposed to train deep networks from scratch without initializing from cross-entropy networks. This single-step training has great advantage over current popular two-step training: first cross-entropy training and then sequence training. Lots of techniques have been developed to make LFMMI work, including a topology that the first frame of a phoneme has a different label than the remaining frames; a phoneme n-gram language model used to create denominator graph; a time-constraint similar to the delay-constrain used in CTC; several regularization methods to reduce overfitting; stacking multiple input frames as what CTC does; etc. LFMMI has been proven effective on tasks with different scales and underlying models. Overall, there is clearly a major AM developing path from DNN to LSTM (temporal modeling) and then to CTC (endto-end modeling). Although some modeling techniques, such as LFMMI, can achieve similar performance as CTC when phoneme is used as the modeling unit, they may not fit the trend of end-to-end modeling very well as these models require expert knowledge to design and need components such as language model and lexicon to work. C. Attention-based Sequence-to-Sequence Translation Models



Fig. 1. An example of word CTC.



Compared to traditional cross-entropy training of LSTM, CTC is harder to train. First, the network initialization is very important. In [9], the LSTM network for CTC training was initialized from the LSTM network trained with cross entropy criterion. This can be circumvented by using very large amount of training data which also helps to prevent overfitting [60]. If the CTC network is randomly initialized, when presented very difficult samples, the CTC network tends to be very hard to train. In [15], a learning strategy called SortaGrad was proposed by first presenting the CTC network with shorter utterances (easy samples) and then longer utterances (hard samples) in the first training epoch. In the later epochs,



Attention-based sequence-to-sequence model is another end-to-end model [71], [72]. It roots from the successful model in machine learning [73], [74] which extends the encoder-decoder framework [75] with an attention decoder. The attention model calculates the probability of the sequence l as Y x) = xl 1:i−1 ) P (ll |x P (li |x (6) i



with the probability at step i as x, l 1:i−1 ) = AttentionDecoder(h h, l 1:i−1 ) P (li |x x). h = Encoder(x



(7) (8)
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x), where l ∗ The training criterion is to minimize −lnP (ll ∗ |x is the ground-truth labels sequence. Different from the encoder in [75] which only takes the hidden vector of the last time step, the encoder in (8) transforms the whole speech input sequence x to a high-level hidden h1 , h 2 , . . . , h L ), L ≤ T . Then, at each vector sequence h = (h step in generating an output label li , an attention mechanism in (7) selects/weights the hidden vector sequence h so that the most related hidden vectors are used for the prediction. Comparing (6) with (4) and (5), we can see the attentionbased model doesn’t have the frame-independence assumption imposed by CTC, which is the advantage of the attention model. The attention-based model is even harder to train than the CTC model. There are plenty of tricks to be applied. For example, the vanilla attention-based model is highly complex during training if all the hidden vectors at all time steps are used in (7). Therefore, windowing method was used in [71] to reduce the number of candidates used in attention decoder. In [72], a pyramid structure was used in the encoder network so that only L high-level hidden vectors are generated instead of T hidden vectors from all the input time steps. Due to the high complexity and slow speed of training, the majority of attention-based works were only done at Univ. of Montreal [71] and Google [72], compared to the CTC works reported from many sites. However, because attention-model doesn’t have the frame-independence assumption and may learn the implicit language model better, it was reported with better accuracy than CTC especially in the end-to-end setup without using external language models [76], [77]. The frame-independence assumption in CTC is the most criticized assumption as speech frames are correlated. On the other hand, the attention-based model has its drawback of not having monotonic left-to-right alignment and slow convergence. In [76], the attention training is combined with CTC training in a multi-task learning way by using the CTC objective function as the auxiliary cost function. Such a training strategy greatly improves the convergence of attentionbased model and mitigates the alignment issue. Although there are still arguments which end-to-end method is better for acoustic modeling, it seems at least now CTC clearly wins attention-based modeling since the end-to-end CTC model in [18] trained with hundreds of thousands of hours data has outperformed the traditional CTC models with context-dependent phone as target while the attention-based model still struggles to beat the traditional hybrid model even after very large improvement proposed recently [77] due to the difficulty of training. IV. ACOUSTIC M ODEL ROBUSTNESS Current state of the art systems can achieve remarkable recognition accuracy when the test and training sets match, esp. when both under quiet close-talk condition. However, the performance dramatically degrades under mismatched or complicated environments such as higher noisy condition, including music or interfering talkers, or speech with strong accents [78], [79]. The solutions to this problem include adaptation, speech enhancement, and robust modeling.
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A. Acoustic Model Adaptation In this section, we use speaker adaptation as an example scenario to describe acoustic model adaptation technologies. The same technology should be easily applied to the adaptation of new environments and tasks, etc. Typically the speaker independent (SI) models are trained from a large dataset with objective to work best for all speakers. Speaker adaptation can significantly boost the performance of an individual speaker [80], [81]. However, we typically have limited adaptation data, and unsupervised adaptation is the main stream given prohibitive transcription cost. Current research focus is unsupervised adaption with limited amount of speaker-dependent data, which can be addressed with better adaptation criterion and model topology. Since the adapted models are speaker dependent (SD), the size of the SD parameters is critical if we want to scale to millions of speakers. This requires solutions to minimizing the SD model footprint while maintaining the adaptation benefits. Given the limited amount of adaptation data, the SD model should not be far away from the SI model. Reference [82] adds Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) regularization to the training criterion to prevent the adapted model from straying too far away from the SI model. This KLD adaptation criterion has been proven very effective in dealing with limited adaption data. Most state-of-the-art SI models use senone (tied triphone states) as the output units. When limited amount of adaptation data is available, only very small amount of senones have been observed. In such a case, the adaptation turns to overfit the data distribution of these senones thus cannot generalize very well. In [83], a multi-task learning (MTL) framework was proposed by adding auxiliary monophone classification as the second task in addition to the primary seone classification task. As a result, the network adaptation is backed off to improving monophone classification accuracy when senones are not observed, hence increasing the generalization ability. In contrast to adjusting the adaptation criterion, most of works focus on how to use very small amount of parameters to represent speaker characteristics. One solution is the singular value decomposition (SVD) bottleneck adaptation [84] which produces low-footprint SD models by making use of the SVDrestructured topology [85]. The linear transformation is applied to each of the bottleneck layer by adding a kXk SD matrices. The advantage of this approach is that only a couple of small matrices need to be updated for each speaker as k is the low-rank value of the SVD reconstruction and usually is very small. This dramatically reduces the deployment cost for speaker personalization while producing more reliable estimate of the adapted model [84]. Works have been done to further reduce the size of the kXk SD matrices. For example, when the adaptation data is very limited, the kXk matrix can be reduced to a diagonal matrix, such as learning hidden unit contribution (LHUC) [86], [87] and sigmoid adaptation [88]. This is a tradeoff between the modeling capacity and generalization. The LHUC and sigmoid adaptation have much smaller number of adaptation parameters compared to the SVD adaption, but they may not get similar accuracy improvement when the amount of adaptation data is increased.
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The observation that kXk SD matrices usually are diagonally dominant matrices inspired the proposal of low-rank plus diagonal (LRPD) decomposition which decomposes the kXk SD matrices into a diagonal matrix plus the multiplication of two low-rank matrices. By varying the low-rank values, the LPRD matrix generalizes the full-rank and the diagonal adaptation matrix, and hence can automatically utilize the adaptation data well instead of making tradeoff between model capacity and generalization. The subspace methods are another type of methods that also aim to find a low dimensional subspace of the transformations, so that each transformation can be specified by a small number of parameters. One popular method in this category is the use of auxiliary features, such as i-vector [89], [90], speaker code [91], and noise estimate [92] which are concatenated with the standard acoustic features. It can be shown that the augmentation of auxiliary features is equivalent to confining the adapted bias vectors into a speaker subspace [93]. Furthermore, networks can be used to transform speaker features such as i-vectors into a bias to offset the speech feature into a speaker-normalized space [94]. In addition to augmenting features in the input space, the acoustic-factor features can also be appended in any layer of deep networks [95]. Other subspace methods include cluster adaptive training (CAT) [96], [97] and factorized hidden layer (FHL) [98], [99], where the transformations are confined into the speaker subspace. Similar to the eigenvoice [100] or cluster adaptive training [101] in the Gaussian mixture model era, CAT [96], [97] in DNN training constructs multiple DNNs to form the bases of a canonical parametric space. During adaptation, an interpolation vector which is associated to a target speaker or environment is estimated online to combine the multiple DNN bases into a single adapted DNN. Because only the combination vector is estimated, the adaptation only needs very small amount of data for fast adaptation. However, this is again a tradeoff from the model capacity. In contrast with online estimation of the combination vector, [102], [103] directly uses the posterior vectors of the acoustic context to enable fast unsupervised adaptation. The acoustic context factor can be speaker, gender, or acoustic environments such as noise and reverberation. The posterior calculation can be either independent [102] or dependent [103] on the recognizer network. An issue in the CAT-style methods is that the bases are fullrank matrices, which require very large amount of training data. Therefore, the number of bases in CAT is usually constrained to a few [96], [97]. A solution is to use FHL [98], [99] which constrains the bases to be rank-1 matrices. In such a way, the training data for each basis is significantly reduced, enabling the use of larger number of bases. Also, FHL initializes the combination vector from i-vector for speaker adaptation, which helps to give the adaptation a very good starting point. In [104], LRPD was extended into the subspacebased approach to further reduce the speaker-specific footprint in a very similar way to FHL.
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B. Speech Enhancement and Separation It is well known that the current ASR systems perform poorly when the speech is corrupted with heavy noise or interfering speech [105], [106]. Although human listeners also suffer from poor audio signals, the performance degradation is significantly smaller than that in ASR systems. In recent years, many works have been done to enhance speech under these conditions. Although majority of the works are focused on the single-channel speech enhancement and separation, the same techniques can be easily extended to multi-channel signals. In the monaural speech enhancement and separation tasks, it is assumed PS that a linearly mixed single-microphone signal y[n] = s=1 xs [n] is known and the goal is to recover the S streams of audio sources xs [n], s = 1, · · · , S. If there are only two audio sources, one for speech and one for noise (or music, etc.) and the goal is to recover the speech source, it’s often called speech enhancement. If there are multiple speech sources, it is often referred to as speech separation. The enhancement and separation is usually carried out in the time-frequency domain, in which the task can be cast as recovering the short-time Fourier transformation (STFT) of the source signals Xs (t, f ) for each time frame t and frequency PS bin f , given the STFT of the mixed speech Y (t, f ) = s=1 Xs (t, f ). Obviously, given only the mixed spectrum Y (t, f ), the problem of recovering Xs (t, f ) is under-determined (or illposed), as there are an infinite number of possible Xs (t, f ) combinations that lead to the same Y (t, f ). To overcome this problem, the system has to learn a model based on some training set S that contains parallel sets of mixtures Y (t, f ) and their constituent target sources Xs (t, f ), s = 1, . . . , S [20], [21], [107]−[112]. Over the decades, many attempts have been made to attack this problem. Before the deep learning era, the most popular techniques include computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [113]−[115], non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [116]−[118], and model based approach [119]−[121], such as factorial GMM-HMM [122]. Unfortunately these techniques only led to very limited success. Recently, researchers have developed many deep learning techniques for speech enhancement and separation. The core of these techniques is to cast the enhancement or separation problem into a supervised learning problem. More specifically, the deep learning models are optimized to predict the source belonging to the target class, usually for each time-frequency bin, given the pairs of (usually artificially) mixed speech and source streams. Compared to the original setup of unsupervised learning, this is a significant step forward and leads to great progress in speech enhancement. This simple strategy, however, is still not satisfactory, as it only works for separating audios with very different characteristics, such as separating speech from (often challenging) background noise (or music) or speech of a specific speaker from other speakers [110]. It does not work well for speaker-independent multi-talker speech separation. The difficulty in speaker-independent multi-talker speech separation comes from the label ambiguity or permutation
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problem. Because audio sources are symmetric given the mixture (i.e., x1 + x2 equals to x2 + x1 and both x1 and x2 have the same characteristics), there is no pre-determined way to assign the correct source target to the corresponding output layer during supervised training. As a result, the model cannot be well trained to separate speech. Fortunately, several techniques have been proposed to address the label ambiguity problem [20], [21], [106], [111], [112], [123]. In Weng et al. [106] the instantaneous energy was used to solve the label ambiguity problem and a two-speaker joint-decoder with a speaker switching penalty was used to separate and trace speakers. This work achieved the best result on the dataset used in 2006 monaural speech separation and recognition challenge [105]. However, energy, which is manually picked, may not be the best information to assign labels in all conditions. Actually, we have found that in many cases pitch difference is a more important cue. In Hershey et al. [111], [112] a novel technique called deep clustering (DPCL) was proposed. In this model, it is assumed that each time-frequency bin belongs to only one speaker. During training, each time-frequency bin is mapped into an embedding space. The embedding is optimized so that time-frequency bins belong to the same speaker are closer and that of different speakers are farther away in this space. During evaluation, a clustering algorithm is used upon embeddings to generate a partition of the time-frequency bins. To further improve the performance, they stacked yet another network to estimate real masks for each source stream given the results from the deep clustering [112]. Chen et al. [123] proposed a technique called deep attractor network (DANet). Following DPCL, their approach also learns a high-dimensional embedding of the acoustic signals. Different from DPCL, however, it creates cluster centers, called attractor points, in the embedding space to pull together the time-frequency bins corresponding to the same source. The main limitation of DANet is the requirement to estimate attractor points during evaluation time. In Yu et al. [20] and Kolbak et al. [21], a simpler technique named permutation invariant training (PIT) was proposed to attack the speaker independent multi-talker speech separation problem. In this new approach, the source targets are treated as a set (i.e., order is irrelevant). During training, PIT first determines the output-target assignment with the minimum error at the utterance level based on the forward-pass result. It then minimizes the error given the assignment. This strategy elegantly solves the label permutation problem and speaker tracing problem in one shot. Unlike other techniques such as DPCL and DANet that require a separate clustering step to trace speech streams during evaluation, PIT does not require a separate tracing step (and thus can be used in real-time systems). Instead, each output layer is corresponding to one stream of sources. In PIT the computational cost associated with label assignment is negligible compared to the network forward computation during training, and no label assignment (and thus no cost) is needed during evaluation. Recently, Hershey et al. 1 have found out that in DPCL the embeddings actually are grouped into two classes, instead of many different 1 based
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classes for different speakers, in the two-speaker separation problem. This indicates that DPCL essentially learns separation models that is very similar to that learned by PIT. DPCL, DANet, and PIT all achieve similar performance on speakerindependent two- to three-talker speech separation tasks yet PIT is the simplest among all, can be used in real-time systems, and can be easily combined with other techniques. Moreover, unlike DPCL or DaNet, PIT does not need to know or estimate the number of streams in the mixture. We therefore believe that PIT is most promising among these techniques. Similar to progresses made when converting the speech separation problem from an unsupervised learning problem into a supervised learning problem, PIT converts the speech separation problem from supervised learning with ambiguous labels to that with clear labels. For speech recognition, we can feed each separated speech stream to ASR systems. Even better, the deep learning based AM may be jointly optimized end-to-end with the separation component, which is often an RNN. Since separation is just an intermediate step, Yu et al. [124] proposed to directly optimize the cross-entropy criterion against senone labels using PIT without having an explicit speech separation step. Their preliminary results on AMI dataset indicate that PIT can significantly improve the recognition accuracy, compared to the models trained with single-talker speech, when recognizing two-talker mixed speech. C. Robust Training The success of deep neural networks relies on the availability of a large amount of transcribed data to train millions of model parameters. However, deep models still suffer reduced performance when exposed to test data from a new domain. Because it is typically very time-consuming or expensive to transcribe large amounts of data for a new domain, domainadaptation approaches have been proposed to bootstrap the training of a new system from an existing well-trained model [81], [84]. These methods still require transcribed data from the new domain and thus their effectiveness is limited by the amount of transcribed data available in the new domain. Although unsupervised adaptation methods can be used by generating labels from a decoder, the performance gap between supervised and unsupervised adaptation is large [81]. Recently, the concept of adversarial training [125] was explored for noise-robust ASR [126]−[128]. This solution is a pure unsupervised domain adaptation method without utilizing too much knowledge about the new domain. The idea is to have three networks in the model: the encoder network, the recognizer network, and the domain discriminator network. The encoder network generates the intermediate representation, which will be used in both the recognizer network to generate posteriors of phoneme units and the domain discriminator network to generate domain labels. The intermediate representation is learned adversarially to the domain discriminator, i.e., to minimize the domain classification accuracy. In such a way, the intermediate representation is invariant to the input of different domains. At the same time, the intermediate representation is trained to maximize
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the phoneme classification accuracy with the source domain labels. During testing time, the encoder network generates the intermediate representation from the target domain data and input it into the recognizer network. The training is done by inserting a gradient reverse layer (GRL) [129] between the encoder network and the domain discriminator network. During forward propagation, GRL acts as an identity transform. During back propagation, GRL takes the gradient from the domain discriminator network, multiples it by a negative constant, and then passes it to the encoder network. The advantage of GRL-based unsupervised adaptation is that it doesn’t require any knowledge about the target domain. In contrast, the adaptation to the new domain should be more effective if we have some domain knowledge by simulating the target domain data. For example, if the source domain is a clean environment and the target domain is a noisy environment, we can simulate noisy environment data and then do the multi-style training [130] with simulated data, e.g., in [131]. However, the multi-style training does not use the welltrained source model which usually has very high accuracy in the source domain. Recently, the teacher/student (T/S) learning [132] method was proposed to perform adaptation without the use of transcriptions. The data from the source domain are processed by the source-domain model (teacher) to generate the corresponding posterior probabilities or soft labels. These posterior probabilities are used in lieu of the usual hard labels derived from the transcriptions to train the target (student) model with the parallel data from the target domain. With this approach, the network can be trained on a potentially enormous amount of training data and the challenge of adapting a large-scale system shifts from transcribing thousands of hours of audio to the potentially much simpler and lower-cost task of designing a scheme to generate the appropriate parallel data. Evaluated on the CHiME-3 task, the T/S learning method can get 40+ % relative WER reduction with only several thousands paired utterances [132], much larger than what can be obtained from the traditional feature mapping and mask learning methods. The T/S learning approach is closely related to other approaches for adaptation or retraining that employ knowledge distillation [133]. In these approaches, the soft labels generated by a teacher model are used as a regularization term to train a student model with conventional hard labels. For example, knowledge distillation was used to train a system on the Aurora 2 noisy digit recognition task, using the clean and noisy training sets [134]. In [135] it was shown that for the multi-channel CHiME-4 task, soft labels could be derived using enhanced features generated by a beamformer then processed through a network trained with conventional multistyle training. In all cases, the soft labels provided by the teacher network regularized the conventional training of the student network using hard labels derived from transcriptions. Thus, the use of additional unlabeled training data was not possible. In conclusion, domain adaption without labeled data will be an important research direction. If we don’t have any knowledge about the target domain, adversarial training should be a good way to go. On the other hand, if we can simulate
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data similar to the target domain data, T/S learning and knowledge distillation are good methods. Especially, the T/S learning methods forgoes the need for hard labels from the data in the new domain entirely and relies solely on the soft labels provided by the parallel corpus and well-trained source model. This allows the use of a significantly larger set of adaptation data which adds robustness to the resulting model. V. ACOUSTIC M ODELS WITH E FFICIENT D ECODING Training deep networks by stacking multiple layers helps to improve WER. However, the computational cost becomes a concern, especially to the industry deployment where realtime is always with high priority. There are several ways to reducing the runtime cost. The first one is to use singular value decomposition (SVD) which was originally proposed in [85] and has been widely used. The SVD method decomposes a full-rank matrix into two lower-rank matrices, hence can significantly reduce the number of parameters in deep models without losing accuracy after retraining. This is general to any deep network structure. In [136], [137], a similar method was proposed for learning compact LSTMs via low-rank factorization and parameter sharing schemes. The second way is to employ teacher-student (T/S) learning or knowledge distillation, such as the works in [138]−[141]. T/S learning was proposed in [142] to compress a standard DNN model by minimizing the KLD between the output distributions of the small-size DNN and a standard largesize DNN. The learning equals to the CE training using the soft label generated by the teacher model as the target for the student learning. The concept of T/S learning was extended as the concept of distilling the knowledge in [133] by combining the CE training using soft labels with the standard CE training using the 1-hot vector as the target. The soft target in knowledge distillation serves as the regularization term to the standard CE training. Recently, Microsoft and IBM continuously broke the WER record on the Switchboard task [143], [144]. The built systems are usually giant models ensemble of multiple deep models. Such system cannot be deployed to realtime application. In such a scenario, T/S learning or knowledge distillation provides a good solution to getting a compact model with high modeling capacity. The third method is to compress the models by heavy quantization, applying either very low-bit quantization or vector quantization. Reference [145] gives very nice summary of technologies to speed up the runtime evaluation of deep networks. Those technologies including 8-bit quantization don’t require re-training deep networks. However, the ASR accuracy is significantly reduced when the model is compressed heavily into even lower bits or the network structure becomes more complex. Therefore, refining with quantization is important for both very low-bit quantization [146], [147] and vector quantization [148] so that the training and testing are consistent. The fourth solution is to work on model structures. LSTM with projection layer (LSTMP) was proposed to reduce the computational cost by adding a linear projection layer after the
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LSTM layer [8]. This projected vector has lower dimension than the output of the LSTM layer, and is used to replace the recurrent input h t−1 to the LSTM unit. Although the initial purpose of LSTMP is to reduce runtime cost, it was also reported helpful to error rate reduction [8], [26] which is possibly because parameter reduction helps to generalize better if the LSTM model is too strong. The projection layer is not used in the later Google’s CTC work [9], [60], [61] where the number of memory cells in LSTM is smaller and the amount of training data is 20 times larger. In [27], the runtime cost of LSTM is reduced with model simplification by coupling input gates and forget gates. Finally, the correlation across frames can be used to reduce the evaluation frequency of deep network scores. For DNNs or CNNs, this can be done with a frame-skipping strategy by computing the acoustic scores once every several frames and copying the acoustic scores to the frames in which no acoustic score is evaluated during decoding [149]. However, for decoding with LSTM models, the same frame-skipping strategy needs to be done in both training and testing stages so that the behaviors of LSTM’s memory units are consistent [27]. Recently, LFMMI [70] and lower frame rate (LFR) LSTM-RNN [150] were proposed to work on the 30 ms units instead of the traditional 10 ms units by modeling phonemes instead of states. Because of using larger input frame skips, the LFMMI and LFR models only need 1/3 computation cost of the traditional networks which operate on 10 ms inputs. As CTC uses phones or even words as the output targets, it can also work on 30 ms or even larger inputs, therefore significantly reduce the runtime cost. VI. F UTURE D IRECTIONS The research frontier has been shifted from ASR with closetalk microphones to ASR with far-field microphones, driven by increased demand from users to interact with devices without wearing or carrying a close-talk microphone. For example, Amazon’s Echo and Google Home have now been deployed in many families across the world. Many difficulties hidden in close-talk scenarios now surface when far-field microphones are used. This is because in the far-field scenario, the energy of speech signal is very low when it reaches the microphones. Comparatively, the interfering signals, such as background noise, reverberation, and speech from other talkers, become so distinct that they can no longer be ignored. Although many of the speech recognition techniques developed for close-talk scenarios can be directly applied to far-field scenarios, these techniques show inferior performance under the distant recognition scenario. To ultimately solve the distant speech recognition problem, we need to optimize the whole pipeline starting from audio capturing (e.g., microphone-array signal processing) to acoustic modeling and decoding. We perceive following possible research directions. First, although we have made some interesting progresses in monaural speech enhancement, separation, and recognition, much more improvements are desired. For example, the current PIT system performs very well when separating speech mixtures of different genders. However, the separation quality
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is deteriorated when two same-gender speakers speak at the same time. Will the quality be good enough if we also exploit beam-forming results and multi-channel information? Is there a better model than conventional LSTMs for speech separation and tracing? How can we exploit additional information, such as language model, by feeding information from the decoder back to the speech enhancement and separation component and by jointly considering all streams of speech when making decoding decision? Second, the end-to-end optimization strategy is desired, given its simplicity and joint optimization characteristics, if we only need to optimize for the decoding result and have sufficient training data. This has been proven effective with word-based CTC when trained with hundreds of thousands hours of data. However, it is not feasible to get that large amount of data for most tasks. Considering that current endto-end systems trained with thousands hours of data use two LMs, one that is implicitly built-in and trained with the AM, and one that is separated and trained using text data, we would guess that further accuracy improvement can be achieved if we can integrate the second LM into the end-toend system and optimize them jointly when audio signals are available and separately when only text data is available. If this turns out to be beneficial, would it affect our choice of modeling unit in end-to-end systems? For example, if Chinese characters are used as modeling unit, adding a new character would be difficult, partly because it will change the number of classes in the model and partly because there may not be enough data to train the new character. However, since the pronunciation of the new character would be one of the syllables that have already been covered by other characters, adding new characters can be extremely easy if syllable is the modeling unit since the pronunciation knowledge can be directly transferred. To further extend it, can we design the model so that components are built and can be transferred at different scales? Both the CTC and attention-based model have their individual pros and cons. The joint training with two models together is first but superficial step toward better end-to-end modeling. Can we formulate a single model by taking the advantages of both models? Third, even the models trained with huge amount of data are lack of robustness. This is because training-test mismatch is unavoidable given the cost of data collection. Adding simulated data can alleviate the problem if we can foresee the possible variations but may still be not sufficient. Can we design a model (e.g., as a special nonlinear dynamic system) that constantly adapts itself within some limit, e.g., controlled by some kernel size? Can such models automatically exploit information gained from past similar speakers to quickly adapt to new speakers? It is even more interesting if such models can gradually identify the most reliable regularities in the data. R EFERENCES [1] D. Yu, L. Deng, and G. E. Dahl, “Roles of pre-training and fine-tuning in context-dependent DBN-HMMs for real-world speech recognition,” in Proc. NIPS 2010 Workshop on Deep Learning and Unsupervised Feature Learning, 2010.
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